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VINCENT DA
PRESIDENT

T.E.A.M. (Together Everyone Achieves More)

Bio
As a First-Generation Filipino American, I have had the opportunity to experience diverse environments and cultures. Growing up, as a military brat, I lived in several different states/countries like Germany, Virginia, Tennessee, and finally Washington. Through my experience as a minority and a First-Gen student, I have seen the struggles and difficulties that marginalized groups have gone through. By using these experiences, I want to bring students together on campus from all walks of life.

Experience and Goals
Currently, I serve as the Undeclared Student Senator for ASUWT. I have been involved in numerous committees/jobs on campus such as New Student Enrollment & Orientation Fee Committee and Pack Advisors. Through these positions, I have seen the disparity between traditional and non-traditional students. As President of ASUWT, I want to be able to bridge this gap by building the UW Tacoma husky experience, inclusivity, and empowering student leaders from across departments. As a UW Tacoma student, I have noticed the lack of engagement of traditional and non-traditional students and I believe that as a UW student we deserve the same opportunities to participate in the husky experience. Within our campus, I have observed the voices of international students, student veterans, and students with children are unheard. As President, I want to represent all students regardless of background. Lastly, non-ASUWT student leaders deserve recognition for their hard work and I want to provide a platform to empower them. As President, I promise that your student voice is your student choice.

ENDORSEMENTS:
• Filipino American Student Association
• Ping Pong Club
• Somali Student Association
Myself

Growing up in a low-income household, from a young age it was my responsibility to take control of life. There are three mottos by which I live my life: hard work always pays off, it’s all in your head, and as mother always tells me, be a good person. I swear to you students of UWT; I shall approach every situation with the respect it deserves and my passion for our future.

Proficiency

As the president of our residence halls, I have the honor of working in the background to support student needs while simultaneously leading us towards a better living experience. I’m the chairman for the Student Budget Committee acting as a liaison between students and administrators to ensure fair representation among all backgrounds and achieving necessary financial goals. These experiences have enriched my life’s purpose toward personal and communal development.

Vision

Our school is undeniably a fast-growing community that needs competent leadership to guide us into the future. As we build our local base, my current presidential position gives me the insight to lay down a student-led framework for future housing. I will be working with the students, for the students, to face the deep-rooted issues that we are forced to put up with. I have the expertise to work with administrators and the finances, bridging our differences and ensuring a solution to our parking catastrophe. As a member of Seattle’s Zeta Beta Tau fraternity, I have already begun the healing process between our schools as I foster the reputation of our students, a goal I wish to spread to the whole of the University of Washington. In a time of division, it is only with the unity of our three campuses that we can seek to improve the common welfare.
As someone who is from Tacoma and loves Tacoma, I am invested in seeing this campus flourish to the best of its ability. I have been a part of the UWT community since I transferred here in Spring 2018. Although it feels so recent, I have enjoyed my time getting comfortable with the community and learning of the work being done by students, staff, and faculty, much of which has an impact on Tacoma itself and beyond. I am seeking to become ASUWT President next school year so that I may be able to do even more for this community. Being a full-time student and an officer in two RSOs, I have been made aware of all the great things about this campus, as well as the improvements that could and should be made. I am interested in the creation of a system that improves how academic advising & career planning is done from freshman to senior year. I’ll seek to have student input contributed to the RSOs training day at the beginning of every school year, so that RSO officers are better equipped to lead during the upcoming year. I will help create an official office for Off-Campus Housing and Outreach so that more students are able to live within the vicinity of campus at affordable rates. I will assist the formulation of programs that provide academic aid to the grade schools surrounding the campus and beyond. I am interested in these goals and more, as well as the needs that the student body has brought to my (and other leaders here at UWT) attention. As a representative of UW Tacoma actively seeking to amplify the voices of the student body and prioritize their concerns, I will be steadfast in my mission to bring these goals to fruition.

ENDORSEMENTS:
- Black Student Union
- HuSCII Coding Club
My name is Chase Powell and I'm running for ASUWT President with the ticket Unified.

Unity over division is at the core of our ticket. The first step in overcoming division is recognizing the strength that is found in unity. This is why we commit to approaching our roles with a confidence free of arrogance, intent on advocating for the removal of systems of division within our campus and enhancing the quality of life for all parts of the campus, students, staff, and faculty. We recognize the connection these parts have and seek to strengthen them by tackling the complex campus issues they face.

I have dedicated my time to our community not just through Court 17, but also the UWT campus as a whole. I have the intent of representing the student body as a strong voice willing to stand up, and facilitate intentional dialogue between departments, students organizations and faculty members. I will advocate for the students of Tacoma in my leadership of ASUWT, and in my conversations with the Tri-Campus Committee.

I believe that Tacoma can be grown even higher, and with the system changes that I have in mind. This can be achieved through the CEI moving to its new home, increased conversations about race, class, gender, and sexuality. Having an Incident Bias reporting system that works for the students and expanding child care across campus are some of the ways we can start this growth.

I stand for the students, and the community of UWT.

ENDORSEMENTS:
• Filipino American Student Association
LAUREL HICKS
DIRECTOR OF UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS

Bio
As a LGTBQ+ woman and advocate I understand the importance of fighting for marginalized communities. I understand that campus involvement requires courage. The college experience is fleeting, and this experience should be equitably accessible to students from all walks of life. I promise I will fight to make UW Tacoma a campus which works for everyone.

Experience
You may see me on campus at the Center for Service and Leadership assisting programs for campus engagement events and opportunities, or marketing events for Rebuilding Hope! Sexual Assault Center for awareness and advocacy for survivors. I work with the Diversion program at Pierce County Juvenile Detention to approach the vicious cycle of youth incarceration from the front end while building a community which values education and growth. With this background, I recognize the plight of marginalized groups and promise to fight on our behalf as Director of University Affairs.

Vision
As Director of University Affairs, I want to strengthen tri-campus relations so that we can form connections through a larger community and collective growth. I believe that personal and professional development is a top priority, and our ability to access needed resources should not be limited by the geography of our differences. Students should not have to worry about where they will sleep at night, with more accessible and affordable student housing we can help to eliminate the external forces that stand as obstacles between us and the education we need to pursue our dreams. We should not be paying the consequences of pursuing an education in the central city, through expensive rent and exorbitant parking tickets. I will fight for you by bringing rent down and increasing the ease of parking.

ENDORSEMENTS:
• Black Student Union
• CIVITAS
• GIS Society
• Phi Alpha Xi Pi
• Progressive Student Union
I currently work to advocate for first-generation college students such as myself by connecting students with resources that are vital to their success throughout their college career. In those efforts, I strive to create a voice for this population on campus. This population is statistically proven to have lower graduation rates due to economic or social reasons, but work to change these statistics and increase retention rates on our campus.

The goal is to increase the sense of inclusion and belonging here on campus for the student body. The first step in doing this is by recognizing the strength that is found in unity with the intent on advocating for the removal of systems of division within our campus and enhancing the quality of life for all parts of the campus, students, staff, and faculty.

I will focus on are underrepresented groups such as students with children. With the goal to expand childcare services on campus through CAP, the senate and SAFC, because we don't have functional spaces for people to change diapers, breastfeed, and more. I also plan to expand support for RSO's in terms of student engagement by having good people appointed to STFC and SAFC we can encourage development and involvement for RSO's on campus as they truly are the lifeblood of the campus. With that we will work to relocate the CEI to its new home, as had been announced for some time now. If we are to expand campus, then we need the space for an office that is central to our campus.

ENDORSEMENTS:
• Ping Pong Club
Myself

I was raised on the east side of Tacoma, roughly ten minutes from UWT’s campus, where I watched my community grow from a history of hard work and dedication to become the thriving hub it is today. As a first-generation, mixed-heritage student, from a low-income background, and a woman in business I understand first-hand the difficulties of being a student and making the most of the time we spend on campus.

Proficiency

I have had the pleasure of spending the past six years at the University of Washington in varying capacities since my sophomore year of high school. As a proud member of Tacoma, my contributions to its history doesn’t start when this position begins, and it won’t stop when the position ends. It is my home and an inspiration for how I engage on campus as a representative of student voices who seek to make it their home and an environment their dreams can thrive on.

Vision

Being here at UWT has taught me that a community is only as valued as the members within its folds. I will make it my obligation to direct avenues of communication that ensure all students feel welcomed, not only in the classroom but also in the shared spaces on campus. Time is a function we do not always have enough of. The reality of being a full-time college student, employee, and a member of this community is not something that is juggled lightly. Coming from this background I know that our time is valued. As the director of outreach, my mission is to make sure that you the student, the heart of this campus, has the information and resources needed to allow this community to become ours.
My name is Nguyen Do. I’m studying Finance in the Milgard School of Business and I’m running for the Director of Finance for 2019-2020.

I’m proud to run with a team that has members with diverse backgrounds. We are aware that UWT students come from many different cultures, races and beliefs. Our top mission is to strengthen the connection between each student in order to bring us all together in unity to build a stronger community. No matter where you are from or what you believe, we are all UWT student as well as part of the community. We represent the student voice of the school. Your concerns, needs, are the top priority for us to work on. As a student employee, I acknowledge that for many people, attending the university is one of the biggest investments of their life time. One of my goal to alleviate this pressure is to keep the cost of course material as low as possible by offering a new Affordable Textbook Program.

I was elected as the Vice President of Finance and later the Associate Student Body President of 2016-2017 at South Puget Sound Community College. Serving in these two positions, I gained experience overseeing and allocating budgets, keeping track of senate accounts and expenditures. I also requested money to fund school projects, made financial plans for the year, and proposed actions for the Board of Trustee.

I’m currently working as the Marketing Coordinator for the Student Activities Board at UWT. My position facilitates the promotion of SAB operation and events throughout the year.

My experiences working in the Finance field and engaging students in school activities gives me the confident to perform as the Director of Finance.

I respectfully request your vote for Director of Finance. Thank you!
EUNICE YANG  
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE

Bio
As a Korean-American coming from a low-income background and being a first-generation student, I understand the struggles of having no choice but to work hard to be able to get by as a student. I believe in students getting the most out of their time on campus. As such, I promise to fight for the best student experience possible.

Experience
Being a student at UW Tacoma has made me realize the potential this campus has to grow, not just in numbers, but as a community. As Korean Student Association Treasurer, and a member of multiple RSOs, I have grown to love this campus and the close community we are fortunate to have as a university. I have also served as a community mentor for several years. These skills have given me the ability to best represent students concerns and serve as a powerful advocate.

Vision
As ASUWT Director of Finance, my primary focus will be on college affordability. I plan to alleviate the cost of the university through more affordable housing, and cheaper parking. I promise to fight to make the college experience as affordable as possible. I will ensure student’s voices are heard in budget discussions for new housing projects, parking issues, and tri-campus relations. As a part of United We Stand’s platform, we will be working with all three campuses on an unprecedented level. I personally will be working with other campus’ budget committees to secure group rates where possible and drive down student costs. My goal is to make our college experience the best possible through affordable parking, housing, and better tri-campus relations.

ENDORSEMENTS:
• Campus Adult Ministry
• Ping Pong Club
• Vietnamese Student Association
EDWARD JEONG
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT TECHNOLOGY

My name is Edward Jeong (Ed). I am running for the Director of Student Technology for ASUWT and am a current Junior aspiring to be an IT major. I worked for UWT as a Campus ambassador and my goal during the university tours is to be your friend and to gain your trust. It was my aim to guide you throughout the campus and show you the resources that will help you succeed as a student. The one thing that I will carry over in any job or position is a helpful hand and the mindset to not leave anyone behind. I will ensure that the student funds are used for beneficial technology and ease of access to all students; I hope to improve on the current technology that we have and will strive to give our students an equal opportunity to succeed.

At the core of our mission statement, we believe in unity over division; the first step in overcoming division is recognizing the power of unity. We recognize the empowering nature of community and seek to strengthen it by expanding support for RSO’s in terms of student engagement, along with continuing support for ASUWT and STFC. By focusing on the development of STFC, we can get funding for important things such as efficient technology services.

Many of our goals are achieved by an executive board and senate that are incredibly capable. Humanity's greatest strength is our ability to share and grow based on communication with others and we can use this to our advantage by establishing good ties with other departments and organizations.
HUNTER LANTZ
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT TECHNOLOGY

Bio
I am a running start transfer student who just arrived this year, from that its pretty clear I jump from one school to the next often, but UWT is something special. I have never met a school filled with as many capable and pleasant people as I have seen here. I hope I can serve you to make this school an even better place.

Experience
Since coming here, I have gotten involved in many different ways, I am a regular member of the Huskii Coding club and go with them to Bellevue with them volunteering to teach children how to code. Beyond that I often tutor my peers who are struggling in class. I aspire to take the skills I have learned helping students on a personal scale to a much larger level as Director of Student Technology.

Vision
As a member of United we Stand, we will be working to improve student housing, increase the availability of parking, and promote a singular united UW. To promote cross campus unity, we would work to repeal the rule that prevents UWT students from attending UW Seattle career fairs, as well as trying to homogenize the different online services the three campuses provide their students. There are also many other smaller improvements that I plan on working towards to make the day-to-day lives of students at UWT better. Specific examples include improved computer labs, charging stations for laptops and other devices, and a greater availability of computer hardware such as Raspberry Pis and Arduinos to try and get more people interested and involved in computer science and engineering. I believe my experience with Huskii Coding, volunteerism, and tutoring my peers has equipped me to represent you as the Director of Student Technology.

ENDORSEMENTS:
• Chinese Language & Culture Club
• HuSCII Coding Club
JOHN NGUYEN
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT TECHNOLOGY

Biography
As a first-generation Vietnamese-American I lived in Tacoma for all but 2 years of my life, went to Mount Tahoma high school, lived locally in South Tacoma. I am an active community member of several RSO’s on campus. I live everyday trying to be a better person than I was yesterday.

Experience
I’m currently in Computer Science and Systems, and if you hang around Dougan 110, or somewhere in Cherry Parkes you probably see me walking around! Hanging around these spots where a lot of has given me insight for what students in the school need to complete their school work, and what can be done to meet them. As an active member of several RSOs such as FASA UWT, and VSA UWT, I try to get to know everyone and make them feel comfortable about being involvement in school. In high school I was Vice-President of the National Honor Society of my high school. I accepted responsibility to organized events and meetings with both club members and officers.

Statement
I plan on meeting the needs of student technology usage, in way that isn’t wasteful and is inclusive to all students, regardless of disability, financial situation, and etc. After the construction of the TPS building there has been a vacant spot in the Makerspace area, and I plan to push through funding using STFC funds that we all are charged to get equipment in there, such as a laser cutter, wood working tools, or whatever the room permits. I believe would be valuable tool in helping our students create and design or just be creative.

ENDORSEMENTS:
- IEEE Student Branch
- Ping Pong Club
- Vietnamese Student Association
My name is Bengisu Incetas and I would like to run for the position “Director of Legislative Affairs.” I have many future goals for this campus, my top one is to expand the diversity. Looking at our past government, it has succeeded in this and has provided an inclusive environment for students. As a student part of a minority group who has struggled in the past, I believe in not allowing for students to live in unjust treatment. With being put down due to to ethnicity and gender, it is unfair for anyone to experience that, especially on our campus. Through ASUWT, I can physically see the decisions we make have an impact on our Tacoma campus. Whether its feeling welcomed despite differences or having their voice be heard for our leaders. My other top goal is to bring the community closer together, where students will be able to work with one another and build bridges for resources. By doing so, this will be a positive impact towards how successful our campus will be for incoming students. By working at ASUWT, I will be part of that diversity, and be able to see how my voice, my stance and how I will benefit our members, as they will do the same to me. It will be an honor to be able to serve for the full year, and will be an opportunity I will appreciate for the rest of my life.
SHELTON WRIGHT
DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS

TICKET: UNITED WE STAND

Bio
I'm a sophomore at UWT studying Criminal Justice and the current ASUWT city liaison. Relationships are vital to me, and I am cautious about who I surround myself with. Ever since I was young, work ethic has been of the utmost importance to me. When I start something, I finish it. It is my promise to do my best at everything I work towards.

Experience
As city liaison, I am responsible for representing UWT and the interest of all the students and reporting to the director of legislative affairs to ensure that we gain support from not only the city but the capital as well. I have been able to gain familiarity with ASUWT as well as the legislative system by meeting with city council members and attending city committee meetings in order expand our campus and create great changes that will benefit future students.

Vision
As director of legislative affairs so I will transform UWT into a campus that works for everyone. United We Stand believes in the one University of Washington. Our vision is to improve communication and unity between all three campuses to improve diversity representation and campus community involvement. Having the opportunity to be a part of a healthy community that you can rely on while achieving your own personal goals and forming your own relationships is something that we think should be promoted at UWT. This is a difficult goal to attain without a stable learning environment. We promise to lobby for improved parking and housing conditions. As director of legislative affairs, I want to support environmental stability and make UWT into a cleaner and more eco-friendly campus for future students by gaining support to make the changes necessary possible.
I am a junior majoring in Biomedical Sciences and Psychology here at the University of Washington Tacoma. I am currently the Chair of the Student Activities Board. I also serve as Public Relations for Black Student Union and Event Chair of the Minority Association of Pre-Health Students. As Director of Internal Affairs, I intend to challenge, mentor and motivate members of the Senate so that they can best serve all the students of the University of Washington Tacoma.

I intend to increase visibility of race, class, gender and sexuality that are discussed behind closed doors and bring them in a palpable way with the intent on diving deeper rather than just maintaining an “image of diversity,” I hope to challenge the status quo in a pursuit of optimizing systems across campus. I am also determined to expand childcare services on campus through the senate and SAFC because there is a lack of functional spaces for parents to change diapers, breastfeed, and more.

Unity over division is at the core of our ticket. The first step in overcoming division is recognizing the strength that is found in Unity. This is why we commit to approaching our roles with a confidence free of arrogance, intent on advocating for the removal of systems of division within our campus and enhancing the quality of life for all parts of the campus, students, staff, and faculty. We recognize the connection these parts have and I seek to strengthen them by acting as Director of Internal Affairs.

Many of our goals are achieved by an executive board and senate that are capable of having good connections with people. Humanity’s greatest strength is our ability to share and grow based on communication with others and we can use this to our advantage by establishing good ties with other departments and organizations.
Alexandra Dogbe  
Interdisciplinary Arts & Sciences Senator

I am a junior majoring in Biomedical Sciences and minoring in Business Administration. I currently work as a front desk assistant for the Center for Student Involvement and sit on the Student Activities Fee Committee. As a senator of the Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences, I intend to listen to students with an open mind and heart, to act as an advocate for their needs and wants, support our success within the IAS majors, and do my best to ensure that the student government, staff, and administration do the same.

Unity over division is at the core of our ticket. The first step in overcoming division is recognizing the strength that is found in Unity. This is why we commit to approaching our roles with confidence free of arrogance, intent on advocating for the removal of systems of division within our campus and enhancing the quality of life for all parts of the campus, students, staff, and faculty. We recognize the connection these parts have and I seek to strengthen them as IAS senator. Many of our goals can be achieved by an executive board and senate that are capable of having good connections with people. Humanity's greatest strength is our ability to share and grow based on communication with others and we can use this to our advantage by establishing good ties with other departments and organizations.

I care about increasing visibility of race, class, gender, and sexuality that are discussed behind closed doors and bringing them in a palpable way to triangle with the intent on driving deeper rather than maintaining an "image of diversity," challenging the status quo in pursuit of optimizing systems across campus, and expanding childcare services on campus through the senate and SAFC. #VoteUnified
GINA CHOI
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & SCIENCES SENATOR

TICKET: UNITED WE STAND

Bio
As a first-generation Korean-American woman from a low-income family, I understand and empathize with those coming from marginalized communities and can relate to intersectional concerns.

Experience
My current roles as a Pack Advisor and the Vice President of the Korean Student Association here at the University of Washington Tacoma has helped me gain valuable skills and insights on how to better advocate for the needs of our students. Working in customer service has also helped me gain conflict resolution and interpersonal abilities of which I believe will serve as critical attributes to the position I am running for.

Vision
With the School of Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences growing, issues of advisor availability and limited class capacity have been prevalent. We are experiencing a shortage of advisors and my mission is to ensure that students have access to their advisors as well as classrooms.

As a commuter student myself, parking is a personal issue for me. Therefore, I will push for improved policies to address the parking concerns on campus. Additionally, I will strive to support tri-campus involvement in the present and future cohort of students.

The educational experience of every student is important, thus through improved housing, better parking, tri-campus relations, more advisors, and better classrooms, I promise to fight to make the School of Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences a school that works for everyone.

ENDORSEMENTS:
- Campus Adult Ministry
- Chinese Language & Culture Club
- Ping Pong Club
- Somali Student Association
- Vietnamese Student Association
I am a senior majoring in Biomedical Sciences and minoring in Asian Studies here at the University of Washington Tacoma. I currently work in the Housing and Residence Life Office and serve as the Event Coordinator for the Filipino American Student Association. As a senator of Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences, I intend to listen to the concerns of students and advocate for their needs and wants to foster the success of all IAS majors.

I am determined to expand childcare services on campus through the senate and SAFC because there is a lack of functional spaces for parents to change diapers, breastfeed, and more. I intend to increase visibility of race, class, gender and sexuality that are discussed behind closed doors and bring them in a palpable way with the intent on diving deeper rather than just maintaining an "image of diversity," I hope to challenge the status quo in a pursuit of optimizing systems across campus.

Unity over division is at the core of our ticket. The first step in overcoming division is recognizing the strength that is found in Unity. This is why we commit to approaching our roles with a confidence free of arrogance, intent on advocating for the removal of systems of division within our campus and enhancing the quality of life for all parts of the campus, students, staff, and faculty. We recognize the connection these parts have and I seek to strengthen them by acting as Senator of Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences.

Many of our goals are achieved by an executive board and senate that are capable of having good connections with people. Humanity's greatest strength is our ability to share and grow based on communication with others and we can use this to our advantage by establishing good ties with other departments and organizations.

ENDORSEMENTS:
- Filipino American Student Association
As a proud member of the Milgard Direct Admit cohort and the first Dressel scholar’s cohort, I feel a sense of indebtedness to the Milgard school and the local community. Both cohorts have connected me with businesses and mentors that have inspired me to give back.

As business Senator, I will form a committee of student voices that will focus on helping students overcome the roadblocks associated with landing internships and building relationships with professionals as well as improving tri-campus relations. To start, I would like us to make contact with the Foster school to begin conversations about relations between Foster and Milgard. The goal will be to have a more unified UW brand so that job postings that are made visible to UW Foster students are also visible to UW Tacoma students. Additionally, the same goes for networking events across campuses. In doing so, UW Tacoma students will be aware of more opportunities to engage with larger companies that are traditionally difficult to break into. Over time, these companies will be more likely to start looking to our campus for qualified candidates. Furthermore, I will continue the work done by former Senators when it comes to student representation at town hall meetings and meeting periodically with the Dean to discuss all your concerns. Through improving tri-campus relations and relationships with faculty, I promise to represent every student of Milgard.

ENDORSEMENTS:
• Accounting Student Association
My name is Shaun Jones and I am running for the Milgard School of Business Senator. Communication is a huge part of this role and if I am granted the position, I will make communication a number one priority. Transparency between the Student Body and ASUWT is vital for a successful year; if elected, I plan to be the ears and the voice of the Business students here at UWT. I plan on increasing the level of engagement between the student body and ASUWT through the use of social media as well as in person communication. ASUWT is the voice of the student body and in order for ASUWT to operate successfully, we must continue to increase communication between the students and the officers. As Business Senator, I would have an active role of serving our school community by the establishment of committees, the promotion of student interests and needs, and the formulation of opinions based on the voice of the student body.

I will be running with the ticket “Unified”, where unity over division is at the core of our ticket. The first step in overcoming division is recognizing the strength that is found in Unity. This is why we commit to approaching our roles with a confidence free of arrogance, intent on advocating for the removal of systems of division within our campus and enhancing the quality of life for all parts of the campus, students, staff, and faculty. I recognize the connection these parts have and seek to strengthen them by fulfilling the role as Milgard Business Senator.
SEONHWA PAK  
UNDECLARED/PRE-MAJOR SENATOR

Bio
I am a first-gen college Korean-American. Throughout my years in America, I have experienced isolation, discrimination, and difficulties in accepting my Korean identity. When I first stepped foot onto UW Tacoma’s campus when I felt accepted and welcomed for who I was.

Experience
As President of the Korean Student Association and as an individual who is running for Undeclared Senator, my goal is to become a leader who serves and gives back to my community, who gave me so much.

Vision
As Undeclared Senator, I am advocating to change the community for the better in favor of students. I advocate for students voices to be heard and more specifically students who are from marginalized communities, who are low-income, who are disabled, who historically have been facing systematic disparities, to have equitable representation and opportunities. My goal is to focus on expanding free and longer parking for students, due to the fact students are still struggling to find parking which affects students class time and engagement, while also receiving parking tickets for going over the time limit. I would also like to work on the unison of RSO’s on our campus to network, bond, understand, share and create a safe space for ALL students. I will expand this mission also to include promoting unison between the three UW campuses to better assist all student’s needs and unifying us all under one UW banner. I also promise to fight for affordable housing, since knowing where you are going to sleep at night should not be a barrier to someone’s college experience.
Overall, I believe through my background I have the skills to represent us as one of ASUWT’s Undeclared Senators.

ENDORSEMENTS:
• Vietnamese Student Association
OPEN WRITE-IN POSITIONS*

• Institute of Technology Senator
• Urban Studies Senator
• Education Senator
• Social Work Senator
• Nursing/Healthcare Leadership Senator
• Undeclared/Pre-Major Senator #2

*All write-in candidates must abide by the 2019 Election Code to serve as an elected ASUWT officer

FOR QUESTIONS, PLEASE EMAIL EAC CHAIR AT ASUWTEAC@UW.EDU